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Summary
Silver Oak College of Engineering and Technology (SOCET) do not create only
Engineers but we create leaders and give good citizens to the Country. We also
make them good human being with high Human values and also a Patriot who
have lots of love for its country and its peoples.
As we all know that we are an inseparable part of the Society. Any problem in the
society will have an effect to us also to some extent. Problems like illiteracy, lover
human values, dishonesty towards system as well as poverty pollute the
atmosphere of the society very badly.
Several NGOs in India are working on various problems and also becomes
successful in finding the solutions for some of them. Taking inspiration from the
hard work of these NGOs only, SOCET has started a Social Service Club named
“HAPPY TO HELP”.

We try to encourage the youth that they should understand the
importance of giving social service in the society. They must understand
that how the Indian Democratic & Government system works. We try
to encourage each and every youth of the country to be part of the
development of the Country by bringing some change or development
or growth in the society by its own efforts.

Introduction
This report presents you the description of work done by our Happy to
Help volunteers, who were in first semester and also they were the
members of the World’s largest voluntary organization Rashtriya
Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), in contributing their part for collecting the
relief fund for the peoples of Jammu and Kashmir who were fighting
with the dangerous situation of flood and heavy rainfall since 4th of
September.
This activity was a small step for the sake humanity by SOCET and
ASOIT, in the society.

About the Activity
As we already know that India is federal country. We are a union of 29
states. The people who reside in all these 29 states are our brothers
and sisters.
Without peace, unity and human values in the hearts of the people no
country, no civilization and no society can develop itself.
Jammu & Kashmir is an inseparable part of Indian Federal Union. There
is no doubt that we have some conflicts and border problems with
them but there is a very big common thing between them and us, and it
is humanity. They are also human and we are also human.
So, for the sake of humanity in the nation and society we carried out
our second activity on 19th September 2014 for collecting relief fund for
the peoples of Jammu & Kashmir, who were facing the most difficult
times of them by fighting with heavy flood and rainfall from almost
more than last two weeks.
In this activity our volunteers of first semester went from class to class,
each and every department of SOCET and ASOIT asking voluntarily for
the relief fund for our brothers and sisters of Jammu & Kashmir.
After taking the prior permission from our Principal Mr. Saurin R. Shah,
we started this activity as soon as the college starts at 9:30 am. The
activity was carried out for the whole day.
On the first day of the activity we completed the collection of the relief
fund only from all the students of the college.

The next day we again carried out the collection of relief fund from all
the faculties and management of the college just within the half day. All
the volunteers of Happy to Help worked very hard and with full of
enthusiasm.
In the end of the activity our volunteers collected a total amount of Rs.
8,046 and submitted it to the Sewa Bharati. Then Seva Bharati will
transfer that amount to the Pradhan Mantri Relief fund and from there
that amount will be spent for carrying out the relief work.

About Sewa Bharati
The Sewa Bharati is a non-governmental organization (NGO) in India. It
works specially among the economically weaker sections and the tribal
and indigenous communities in India. It runs thousands of service
projects across India in field of education, health care, rural
development and rehabilitation of differently able and special needs
children.
The organization is also known for its efforts in rehabilating the victims
of terror, especially the children who are rendered orphans by terror
attacks.
In 1979, veteran social worker and the then RSS Sarsanghachalak Shri
Balasaheb Deoras addressed a mammoth gathering of volunteers at
Ambedkar Stadium, Delhi , on 8 April 1978, where he called upon them
to start service activities among the neglected sections of the society.
He asked the volunteers to raise self-respect of the socially and
economically deprived people of India.

This speech is considered to be the initiating first step that led to
starting the Seva Bharati. Although the volunteers of RSS and other
allied organizations had been informally working for the betterment of
the under-privileged, it was opined that a formal structure would help
coordinate the service programs all over the country. Seva Bharati was
thus established later that year.
Seva Bharati is inspired from RSS and is the official community service
umbrella of allied organisations. The Akhil Bharatiya Seva Pramukh of
RSS guides the organisation and is also represented in the Akhil
Bharatiya Pratinidhi sabha, the ultimate decision making body of the
Sangh (RSS).
For General Proof only we are attaching a photo of the voucher which
we got after submitting the collected amount to Sewa Bharati.
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